Before you begin to play the MatchGame, I have a question for you! What's a SYNONYM?? Don't confuse this word with CINNAMON (which is one of the Wizard's favorite spice!) Write to me BEFORE YOU BOOT THE DISK and tell me what this word means! Ask an Adult or another child to help you, if you don't know the meaning of the word already! WRITE down the definition! **RUNS ON AN APPLE II.**

**PLAY ALL LEVELS @ : 20 BOXES (10 Pairs)**

**BEGINNER:** You'll need a partner for this task! Play the COMPUTER WORD MATCH (#4) against your partner and, of course, the computer! See how quickly you can figure out where the word matches are. Then play the ADD (#7) at the HARD LEVEL OR DIVIDE (#10) at the EASY LEVEL game and you and your partner try to beat the computer together!

**GOOD:** Do the Beginner Level, and play until you are a winner on at least one of the two games (#4 or #7 or #10) against the computer. Then play the SYNONYM MATCH (#5) and try to beat the computer on the first game. If you WIN, move on to the SUBTRACT OR MULTIPLY (#8 or #9) game and play at the EASY or HARD level. If the Computer wins, keep playing until you can beat it twice in a row! Write a letter to the HINT BOX defining what a synonym is and include some examples. Then write a letter to ME, the Wizard, and tell me how well you did!

**EXPERT:** Play at the Good Level (#5, & #8 OR #9), and then select #2 and play both SPANISH1 and SPANISH2 when asked what game you want to play. These games will test your bi-lingual abilities. Write to the HINT BOX about your success. Include in the letter some of the Spanish/English pairs you learned and say a few things about why this might be useful in learning another language.
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